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The complex elastic modulus of a metal is computed under conditions when the electron 
mean free path is much greater than the acoustic wavelength. Some cases are considered 
when measurement of the sound absorption coefficient permits one to draw certain conclu
sions regarding the momenta and velocities of the electrons on the Fermi surface. 

THE study of ultrasonic absorption in metals at 
low temperatures in the presence of a magnetic 
field makes it possible to clarify certain charac
teristics of the Fermi surface, as was first shown 
by Pippard. [1J A number of researches have been 
devoted to a theoretical consideration of this prob
lem. [2- 41 In the case in which the electron mean 
free path l is much greater than the acoustic 
wavelength A, the transfer of energy from the 
lattice to the electrons is not connected with their 
collisions. A systematic theory of sound absorp
tion under these conditions (without a magnetic 
field) has been constructed by Silin. [51 In the 
present work, the case of an infinite mean free 
path of the electrons is also considered, in con
trast with, E2- 4J where the length of the free path 
was essential. 

In Sec. 1, general formulas will be obtained 
for the complex elastic modulus when l » A. In 
Sec. 2, sound propagation is considered along the 
axis of symmetry in a magnetic field and also in 
the case when the acoustic wave vector k and the 
magnetic field H lie in the plane of symmetry of 
the Fermi surface. It is shown that in these cases 
the sound absorption coefficient vanishes in the 
approximation considered if the field exceeds the 
value for which the maximum displacement of the 
electron over the period of its motion in the mag
netic field is equal to the acoustic wavelength. In 
Sec. 3, sound propagation is considered in the 
case of strong magnetic fields. 

1. When the lattice is deformed, the energy of 
the electron is changed: 

e = co + Ak aui!axk 

( u is the lattice displacement vector). The elec
tron distribution function satisfies the equation 

'!1_,_ vat_--'- (eE + !__ [vH 1 - _j_i\·1• aui)j_.f = 0. (1.1)* 
e;t · dr ' ' c ' dr 1 ' d,'k t p 

We assume that u ~ exp i (k•r-wt). Transform
ing to the variables introduced in the work of I. 
Lifshitz, Azbel' and Kaganov, [SJ we get for the 
increment Of to the equilibrium distribution func
tion 

fo = 2 (2n:!t)-3 [exp (co- p,)/T + 1)-l 

the equation 

Q ~of + ikvof)f = iwOf- evoE aato 
O(jl e 

'k k A ofo · t Q dAim dfo 
- l Volli milfm de+ IU,I?m -----a;:p- (5£ · (1.2)t 

Here cp/fl. is the time of motion of an electron 
with a given energy Eo and momentum projection 
in the direction of the magnetic field PH· fJ is its 
circular frequency, and v0 = 8E 0/ap. 

We restrict ourselves to closed Fermi surfaces. 
Taking into account the periodicity of Of ( cp ) , we 
find 

cp+21t <i't 

Q-I S d<pt[e£"v"(<pt)df0 /de-iw0f(<p1)]exp(ik S v(<()d<p'/Q) 

21t 

exp ik S v {<p) d<p I Q- 1 
0 (1.3) 

The indices 0 are omitted on v, while v a denotes 
the components of the velocity perpendicular to k. 

Adiabatic "switching on" of the interaction at 
t = - oo corresponds to a passage about the poles 
determined by an infinitesimally small imaginary 
contribution to w, or by an addition of the opposite 
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*[vH] = v x H. 
tkv=k·v. 
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sign to k · v. In the case in which k 1 H, it is shown 
27!" 

that k · J v ( cp) dcp = 0, and it is necessary to take 
0 

the collisions into account. The condition for the 
applicability of Eq. (1.3) reduces to kv cos e » v, 
where v is the characteristic frequency of colli
sions for the electrons, and e is the angle between 
k and H. 

By making use of Maxwell's equations, we ob
tain the following equations for the determination 
of E: 

\ bf dp = - ikuN, (1.4) 
•' 

(' ic2k2E 
e\Vabfdp=-iweNua--4 . a. 

• nw 
(1.5) 

Here N is the number of electrons per unit volume. 
We introduce the notation 

- ~ dpAofo/oe = <A>. (1.6) 

2~ 

(2Jt)-1 ~ A (<p) d<p =A, (1. 7) 

:;+2rt q>l 

AQ-1 S d<p1B (<p1)exp(ik S v (<p') d<p' /Q) < "' ~ "' )= (A, B). (1.8) 
exp 2:n:i kv I Q - 1 

Substituting (1.3) in (1.4) and (1.5), we get 

-iu,km (A,m>- iekEk-2(1 >- eEa (1, Va) 

+ WUtkm (1, Atm) + wekEk-2 (1, 1) = -ikuN, (1.9) 

--1!-Ea (va, v0) + ewutkm (v~, Atm) = iweNu{l - ic2k2£{l/4Jtw. 

(1.10) 

To determine E we use an expansion in powers 
of v s /v ( v s is the speed of sound): 

(1.11) 

ekE u1km . (1, LJ . (1, va) 
k2 = 0) (Nb;m- (Aim))- twu;~ + teEa ~; 

B,.fl = -e2 (vo:. v~) - i (c2k2/4Jtw) b«fl• 

Li = km (A;m - (Atm) (l)-1 + Nb;m (1 )-1). 

The lattice vibrations are described by the 
equation[5J 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

"' (0) au i . e iJ ~ pu;= A;m;liJ-iJ -eNE;-t-Nw[uHJ;+ -iJ- Atmfdp, 
xm x1 c xm 

(1.15) 

where p is the density of matter, and t..I~jl is the 
tensor of the elastic moduli of the lattice. By using 
the complex elastic modulus AimjZ ( w, k), intro
duced by Silin, [5J we transform Eq. (1.5) to 

pW2U; = ktkmAimjtU;; 

Aimjtkmkt = 'A)~jikmkt + b'Atmjtkmkt, (1.16) 

o'Aimitkmktu; =eN E,- iec-1NwHmu;eiim- ikm \ A,mbf dp. 
. (1.17) 

Substituting (1.3), (1.11), and (1.12) in (1.17), we 
obtain 

bAimjtkmkt =- kmkt (A;mA;t)- kmkt (I )-1 ((Aim) 

- Nbim) ( (A;t)- Nbit) + iec-1 Nwff meiim- iw (Li, L;) 

(1.18) 

The first two terms in (1.18) have the same order 
of magnitude as t..I~jlkmkz, and determine the re
normalization of the elasticity modulus, brought 
about by the interaction of the lattice with the elec
trons. This renormalization is shown not to depend 
on the magnetic field, and is identical with that ob
tained by Silin.[5] The remaining terms in (1.18), 
generally speaking, are much smaller than 
t..I~jlkmkz. They lead to dispersion and sound 
absorption, determined by the addition of ow(k) 
=ow' + iow" to the normal frequency w0(k) found 
from (1.16) without account of the small terms in 
(1.18). 

From (1.16), we find 

(1.19) 

bw" =- i (b'Aimjt- b'A;um) kmktU;Uj /WoP I U :2 • (1.20) 

The effect of small additions to the elasticity mod
ulus tensor on the polarization of normal waves is 
considered in the Appendix. 

We now bring (A, B) to a form which is more 
suitable for investigation. We transform (1.8) by 
expanding the following function (which is periodic 
in cp ) in a Fourier series: 

"' 
B (<p) exp {ik ~ v (<p') d<p' /Q - ikv<p/Q} 

2ot "' 

Bn = (2Jt) -1 ~ d<pB (<p) exp {ik ~ v (<p') d<p' JQ - ikv/Q - in<p} . 

0 0 (1.22) 

We assume that the Fermi surface has a center of 
symmetry, so that B ( - p) = tBB ( p), where tB 
= 1 when B = 1, Aik and tB = -1 when B =Vi· 
By making the substitutions p - - p and n - - n 
in (1.22), we can put (1.22) in the form 
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(A B) - 2:rt2 •n-I 
' -~ :2:rrh)3 m ,. 

~ A;,B12 - ~ABAnB: 
kv I Q +n 

!1-==-00 

where PHn is determined by the condition 

kv ({JHn) -L nQ (pun) = 0. 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

We note that for tAB= 1, the quantity (A, B) is 
real, while for tAB = - 1, it is imaginary. 

With increase in the magnetic field, individual 
components fall out of the sum in (1.23). This 
corresponds to jumps in the coefficient of absorp
tion or in its derivative with respect to the field H 
at ( k ·vI Q )max = n, as Gurevich has shown. [2] If 
the Fermi surface differs sharply from elliptic, 
then (BIBPH)(k·viQ) can vanish for certain 
PW. When k · v ( p~>) = nQ ( pW), discontinuities 
also appear, [ZJ and then analysis of the collision 
integral close to the discontinuity is essential. 

The last term in (1.18) arises from the trans
verse field Ea. Its role depends, as is well known, 
on the region of frequencies under consideration. 
In the region where A. is small in comparison with 
the skin depth o in the anomalous skin effect, Ba{3 

= -e2 (va, v13) and the last two components in (1.18) 
are of the same order. If now A.« o, then Ba{3 

= - i ( c 2k2 I 41fw) oa{3 and the contribution of the 
transverse field, generally speaking, is much less 
than the contribution of the deformation potential. 

2. Let z be the axis of symmetry of the Fermi 
surface of s-th order, and at the same time the 
axis of symmetry of the crystal, so that sound that 
is purely longitudinal or purely transverse is 
possible when k II z. We consider the case in which 
the sound is propagated along z, and the magnetic 
field is directed parallel to this axis. Taking it 
into account that Vz and Lz do not change upon 
rotation through an angle 21rls about the z axis, 
we find 

s~L 

(Lz)n =-- I,~Jr)-1 L e-2:: :n/ ~ 
l=O 

.. \-12rsd L ( ' ·( "k v2dCf ikV'zcp . ') 
=\.CJT 1 ~ q; 2 q:)exp. 1 y-----rr--tncp 

,, 

X {s for n = qs (2 .1) 
0 for n =F qs 

( q is an integer). 

In place of the transverse components v a• it is 
better to make use of the quantities v± = Vx ± ivy, 
which satisfy the condition 

v± (cp + 2rr/s) = exp (± 2rri/s) V± (cp); (2.2) 

{s for n = qs ± 1 
X 0 for n =f= qs ± l · (2.3) 

Consequently, (va)n = 0 for n ;ro qs ± 1. 
Similar equalities are valid for Li. Thus the 

components in (1.23) vanish for n ;ro qs, qs ± 1, 
and the corresponding discontinuities in the elas
ticity modulus or its derivative with respect to 
the field are absent. For example, we have for 
longitudinal sound in the case A. » o 

rl I a kv ~-11 
Xi i(Lz)n !2ia;J Qz_l 

- H 1 -'PHn 
(2.4) 

and the discontinuities appear s times less often. 
If the magnetic field exceeds the value for which 

(kvziQ)max = 1, then only the component for n = 0 
remains in the sum in (1.23). If s is even, then it 
vanishes for all the (A, B) which are necessary, 
according to (1.18), for consideration of transverse 
sound. It is shown that 

(Li, Va) = (va, Li)· (2.5) 

In both limiting cases, A. » o and A. « o, we 
obtain k2oA." = - k2oA." so that ow" van-az{3z {3zaz• 
ishes for transverse sound. Thus, in the case of 
the transverse sound propagation along a symme
try axis of even order of the Fermi surface in a 
longitudinal magnetic field, the absorption disap
pears in the approximation considered if the field 
exceeds 

For the free electron model, it was shown by 
Kjeldaas[7J that the absorption coefficient of trans
verse sound vanishes for k II H if H > ckmvle. We 
note that the sound absorption coefficient vanishes 
smoothly or with a discontinuity, depending on 
whether ( m *v z )max is achieved for Pz = Pz max• 
or for Pz < Pz max· If the w ( k) coincide for the 
two transverse polarizations, then rotation of the 
plane of polarization of the sound should be ob
served for H > H1• The angle of rotation per unit 
distance is 
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(2. 6) 

According to estimate, K ~ Nmvk2/pw, which has 
the same order of magnitude as the angle found by 
Vlasov[ 8J for the free electron model. 

Let yz be the plane of symmetry of the Fermi 
surface (and at the same time the plane of symme
try of the crystal ) . We further consider the case in 
which k and H lie in the yz plane. For the substi
tution cp - - cp, the values of Vx and Lx change 
sign, while vy. Vz, Ly. Lz do not change sign, so 
that we get 

(2. 7) 

In view of the assumed symmetry of the crystal a 
purely transverse wave polarized along the x axis, 
is possible without the magnetic field. The fre
quencies of the other two waves with the given k 
will, generally speaking, be different, so that the 
turning on of the magnetic field produces only a 
small distortion of the wave under consideration. 

Let the frequency be so large that 1\. « o. The 
sound absorption coefficient is equal to 

(2.8) 

and for H > ck (m*vH)max cos e/e vanishes. (More 
accurately, the distortions of the transverse wave 
lead to an absorption coefficient of the order of 
ow" 2 k/w 2, where ow" refers to the other polari
zation.) Thus, in the cases considered, one can 
determine the value of ( m *vH >max by measuring 
the field for which the sound absorption decreases 
sharply. The completely determined dependence of 
the absorption limit on the angle e makes it pos
sible to control the applicability of the theory. 

3. In the case of strong fields ( Q » kv) we ex
pand (1.8) in powers of kv/n: 

(A, B) = ( 1 -;-- ~AB) 2:n:2 (2:n:nr3 ~ m' dplfo (k\Yil B 

- (1 - ~AB) 2:n: (2:n:ll)-3 iP \ tn'dpH ~"'-~ 
· kv 

~-;: 2n 

__; .. (I -~As) (2:rrh)3i ~ m'dpu !;}-1 ~ d(p ~ dq;1 

0 (I 

~ 105 oe. The contribution of the transverse field 
in (1.18) is shown to be equal to 

(3.2) * 
Here y' is the direction in the plane of k and H 
perpendicular to k. This leads to dispersion in 
the sound velocity, which is large for w < 108/sec 
and falls off with increase in frequency. In the 
range of fields wvmc/ev « H ~ 105 oe, both com
ponents are important in (1.13). In this region, 
both large dispersion and sound absorption are 
observed. 

For w > 108/sec, the contribution of the trans
verse field becomes small, and the sound absorp
tion is determined by the deformation potential. 
The absorption coefficient is of the same order 
as for H = 0: 

(3.3) 

For a given direction of H we have y ~ cos- 1 e. 
The case of degeneration of the frequencies w ( k) 
corresponds to that considered in the Appendix. 
We only note that for small e the normal vibra
tions will be elliptically polarized, and for e close 
to Ir/2, linearly polarized. 

In conclusion, I express my deep gratitude to 
V. P. Silin for suggesting the topic, and for con
stant assistance in the research. 

APPENDIX 

We shall regard 

pOj1i = iec-1Nwffm e,1rn -- iw (L,, Li) 

- iw2 (No,~- i (C v~)) B-;,J (/1/oF - i (vp,, Lj)) 

as a small correction to 

Plii = 'A,<~jlknJ<r- kmkt (,\i111 Ap/ 

-, kmkt <I )-1 ( <i~im>- Nbim) ((Ait)- N bit) 

Let all three normal frequencies, correspond
ing to a given k {without account of this correc
tion) be different, and let the normal vibrations 

A ((p) B (qll) [ o (kv) )' kY (<f) d(( -a (<p - cp')/2 J 

0 ((!w/!;2)2), 

where 
_ __ ; - 1_ for x <~ if 

::, ·,· .<,' · ·1 for X~_,(,. 

(3.1) be polarized along the L TJ, t axes. Account of 
O'Yij in (1.15) leads to a small distortion of the 
normal vibrations. Instead of a wave polarized 
along ~, u = ( u, 0, 0), an elliptically polarized 
wave is obtained: 

For ( v 0!• v (3) the first terms of the expansion 
vanish. An estimate shows that the first term in 
Eq. (1.13) can be neglected for H » (4mnNvvs) 112 

11 = (u, uor~,. (Y~~- ·r,,,_t1 , ttby,, (Y,_,- Y:;zX 1 ). 

*tg =tan. 
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The ratio of the axes of the ellipse [ oyg~( y H -y7177 )-2 In particular, if oyj'j = - oyji the absorption is ab
+ orH(r~~ -r~;~;) 2]l/ 2 « 1, andthedirectionofthema- sent and the normal waves are circularly polarized. 
jor axis is [ 1, oy~TJ('YH -'YTJTJ )- 1, 6yh(YH-'YI:I; )- 1]. This leads to a rotation of the direction of the po-

Let two normal frequencies w ( k) corresponding larization of the plane polarized waves. The angle 
to polarization along ~. TJ be the same. The set of of rotation per unit distance is equal to K = koy~TJ/ 
equations 2p2w2 (see £5J). 

(or;;- 6w2) u, 1 O'(:,r,u~ = 0, 

oy,,u" 1 (by,,, - 6cu") Ur, = U 

serves for the determination of ow and the polari
zation of the normal vibrations in this case. 

Let us consider in some detail the important 
case in which O'Yfj = 0. This exists, for example, 
both for A. » 6 and for lc « 6. Depending on the 
sign of a 2 = ( oy~ ~ + oy~TJ) 2 - 46y~ TJO'Y~~, we have 
two possible cases. For a 2 > 0, the normal waves 
are plane polarized, the direction of polarization 
lying in the ~TJ plane and the angles f3 and f3 + rr/2 
coinciding with the ~ axis, where tan f3 = 

(oy~~- or;TJ + a)/26y~TJ; their absorption coeffi
cients are y = kow" /w = (oy~~ + or;TJ ± a)/4w 2, 

and the frequencies are identical. 
For a 2 < 0, the normal vibrations are elliptic

ally polarized and their absorption coefficients are 
the same, equal to 

'( = (6(; +or:;) /?/4oJ2 , 

while the frequencies are different: 

uJ ~ wo ± ia/4wo. 
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